Feldenheimer Silver
For Wedding Gifts

Feldenheimer quieting silver choice today for gifts to the bride will always be a good one. Silver is a precious metal that must be handled with care to keep it from tarnishing. It is also a symbol of endurance and good fortune. The following are some guidelines to help you choose the right silver gift for the bride:

1. Consider the couple's lifestyle: If the couple is expecting a baby, consider a silver baby rattle or a silver spoon. If they are getting married, consider a silver wedding ring or a silver bracelet.
2. Consider the couple's taste: If the couple is stylish, consider a silver necklace or a silver bracelet. If they are traditional, consider a silver plate or a silver teapot.
3. Consider the couple's budget: If the couple is on a tight budget, consider a silver coin or a silver medal. If they are wealthy, consider a silver sculpture or a silver statue.
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